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Big history of science

Alexander Hall and James Sumner give a sneak preview of what to expect at the 24th International
Congress of the History of Science, Technology and Medicine in Manchester this July.
Manchester, the original ‘shock city’ of industrial change, birthplace of the civic university, and home and workplace to luminaries
ranging from John Dalton to Brian Cox (via
Marie Stopes, Alan Turing, and a little-known
aeronautical engineer named Ludwig Wittgenstein), is gearing up to host the largest
ever gathering in our field.
The International Congress, organised on
behalf of the International Union of History
and Philosophy of Science Division of Science
and Technology (DHST), meets once every
four years, most recently in Mexico City (2001),
Beijing (2005) and Budapest (2009). The
twenty-fourth meeting in the Congress series
marks its third visit to the UK, following the
Edinburgh meeting of 1977 and the famous
Second Congress, held in London in 1931,
which gave many Western scholars their first
taste of Marxist interpretations in the history
of science. International dialogue remains central to the Congress’s goals, with participants
from over 60 countries expected in Manchester. Recent meetings have attracted well over
a thousand delegates, but Manchester’s promises to be unique in its scale, with more than
1600 accepted papers, discussion sessions and
special events programmed across the week
of Sunday 21st-28th July.
Organising this most international of meetings is very much a local affair. As the UK’s
DHST affiliate, the BSHS has overall responsibility, and manages the Congress through a
local organising committee including BSHS
Council representatives and headed by members of the University of Manchester’s Centre
for the History of Science, Technology and
Medicine. The University is providing the main
Congress venues and administrative support,
with contributions from nearby universities,

museums, and several other institutions in
and around Manchester, and from colleagues
nationwide. The Congress, then, offers unique
opportunities not only for scholars in the UK
to learn more about HSTM as it is practised
around the world, but for bringing the flavour
of BSHS meetings and activities to a wider
audience than ever before.
Following the opening ceremony and
keynote plenary – given by BSHS President
Hasok Chang, on ‘Putting science back into
the history of science’ – the programme
explodes into more than twenty parallel
tracks. With four paper sessions per day, there
are well over 400 sessions across the week
of the Congress. Session topics embrace all
regions of the world (with South and East Asia,
the Islamic world, and post-colonial contexts
particularly well represented); all disciplines
(notably medicine and healthcare, represented in the Congress title for the first time
at Manchester); all periods (from ‘Comparative
perspectives on ancient astronomy’ to ‘Contemporary medical practice and ethics’); and
all analytical approaches (including gender,
literary approaches, the transnational, the use
of oral history methods and Virtual Research
Environments, and the pursuit of chemical
materials ‘from bench to brand and back’).
Most presentations are in English, although
there is some work in each of the Congress’s
nine official languages.
If all this sounds disorientating, don’t worry:
the organisers have grouped the material into
thematic strands and provided a comprehensive classified guide for ease of navigation. The
full provisional programme, including a clickable timetable, is on the Congress website at
www.ichstm2013.com/programme/.
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Beyond the traditional paper sessions, a
variety of ‘special sessions’ will explore the
field through different formats. Those confirmed include a discussion on the future of
HSTM journals, including open access; screenings of documentaries on Ernest Rutherford
and the seismographer, John Milne; and a
session on social media and public engagement, appropriately including a live electronic
link-up with the Science in Public conference in Nottingham. Lunchtime sessions
aimed at graduate students and early-career
researchers will cover practical matters such
as presenting research, publishing books and
articles, and job-hunting and working across
international borders.
A book exhibit will run throughout the
Congress in the main venue, with stands from
publishing houses from around the world:
many publishers’ representatives will be in
attendance to discuss opportunities with
prospective authors. There will also be an
extensive second-hand bookstall.
Helping visitors to explore the city of
Manchester and the wider region has been
an equally important part of planning. The
formal programme includes a scheduled
break in regular sessions (Thursday 25th July,
afternoon), intended for off-site visits, plus
evening receptions at nearby venues including Manchester Town Hall and the Museum
of Science and Industry in historic Castlefield.
The conference dinner will be held at Old Trafford, the home of Manchester United Football
Club, on Saturday 27th July, preceded by an
optional tour of the stadium.
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There will be coach excursions to Jodrell
Bank Observatory, home of the iconic Lovell
Telescope; Quarry Bank Mill and Styal Estate, a
superbly preserved cotton mill with workers’
housing and gardens; and Chatsworth, the
grand stately home and ornamental gardens
in Derbyshire, home to the papers of Henry
Cavendish. We are also co-ordinating visits
to numerous other local sites such as the
Godlee Observatory, the Manchester Museum
herbarium, and the gardens at Ordsall Hall,
with special exhibitions at the Working Class
Movement Library, the People’s History
Museum and the Imperial War Museum North.
There will also be a vigorous programme of
guided walking tours, revealing the early campus of the University of Manchester and the
social history and fabric of the city itself, from
Victorian civic grandeur to the equally grand
ambitions of 1960s modernism.
Alongside these centrally organised activities, various of the contributing DHST Commissions, societies, and other subject-specific
organisations have planned trips and social
events to accompany their paper sessions. For
example, the International Commission on the
History of Meteorology is planning a ‘Weather
walk with Wittgenstein’, visiting sites of interest in central Manchester and the Grouse Inn,
in the nearby Peak District, where the young
Wittgenstein released his kites as part of his
research on the turbulent behaviour of the
lower atmosphere. The Scientific Instrument
Commission, International Commission on
the History of Geological Sciences (INHIGEO),
and Newcomen Society have also organised
appropriate excursions or field trips. Some of
these activities will be open to Congress-goers
in general: details will be provided on the
Congress website.
The social side is equally important to a
good conference experience. The Congress
has commandeered the use of a nearby pub
and events venue, the Jabez Clegg (named
after the eponymous hero of The Manchester
Man, Isabella Banks’s 19th-century novel of
industrial progress). By special arrangement,
during the Congress, the Jabez will be supplementing its usual fine array of drinks with
special cask ales inspired by famous figures
from the history of science. The Jabez and
other local venues will provide the setting for

another important innovation, the ‘iCHSTM
Fringe’, an evening programme of music,
comedy and drama with HSTM connections. A
key aim of the Fringe is to introduce our international audience to the Manchester region’s
culture and history, from the hardships of factory life to the rise of electronic music in the
iconic Haçienda nightclub. Highlights include
a set by Haçienda DJ and broadcaster Dave
Haslam, and a comedy night that challenges
HSTM researchers to share the lighter side of
their work.
There will also be several public events
during the Congress, organised with support
from the BSHS Outreach and Education Committee. Confirmed events include a re-creation
of a Victorian science lecture, a discussion
session on music and drug culture, and an
author event marking the award of the 2013
BSHS Dingle Prize for a book on the history of
science accessible to a wide audience of nonspecialists.
We are also promoting wider public involvement through a range of social media and
online activities scheduled to appear before,
during and after the Congress. You may
already have seen the iCHSTM blog (www.
ichstm2013.com/blog), on which selected
scholars are presenting short articles that
profile and introduce the topics of the papers
they are due to give at the Congress. The iCHSTM website will also host videos, interviews,
and recordings of selected papers. Readers are
encouraged to submit comments, questions
and ideas via the blog, our Twitter account
(@ichstm2013), or our Facebook page (search
ICHSTM on www.facebook.com). Those attending the Congress in person should keep
an eye out for our social media team recording
selected sessions, live tweeting, and running
other activities – and we are also planning an
introductory session for those new to new
media, with practical advice from seasoned
online historians.
We hope that this short piece has got you
as excited about the Congress as we are here
in Manchester, and that even if you can’t
attend in person, you can get involved online.
For more information on all aspects of the
Congress, please visit our website at www.
ichstm2013.com, follow us on Twitter, or join
the Congress Facebook group. Registration for

the Congress remains open until Monday 1
July. You can register online through the form
at www.ichstm2013.com/registration/. Finally,
keep your eyes peeled for a full report on the
Congress and all its related activities in the
October edition of Viewpoint.
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